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The central sands region of Wisconsin is a large area of land located in the center of the state that was a
massive glacial lake many centuries ago. As a result, the soils in the region contain a higher percentage of
sand than most of the soil in the rest of the state and don’t hold water as efficiently. Thus, most crops grown in
the region require frequent irrigation during the dry summer months to maintain production at a high level.
While most farmers in the region grow things like potatoes and cranberries, they also graze. The main
objective of this project was to determine the financial feasibility of irrigating pastures on well-drained soils.
A K- line irrigation system was chosen because of the lower capital investment, easy assembly and installation,
adaptability for livestock grazing systems and varied of terrain, and the efficient application of water. During the
project, two research paddocks were established. Each paddock consisted of two non-irrigated control strips
and four irrigated strips. Three of the irrigated strips were irrigated according to the farmer’s discretion. One
irrigated strip was irrigated according to the soil moisture monitor’s recommendation. When soil moisture
monitors would reach 30-40 centibars of soil tension, then irrigation would begin.
Following an extremely dry season in 2009 (July1-September 30) when 7.25 inches of rain was received, and
an extremely wet season in 2010 (July 1-September 30) when 22 inches of rain was received, a cost analysis
was conducted to determine the financial feasibility of this irrigation technology under these circumstances. In
2009, irrigation on the Onan Farm produced 1.5 tons more dry matter forage than non-irrigated areas of the
farm. The 2010 season where an abundance of rain fell resulted in very little irrigation inputs to the study.
There were no significant differences of production averages between irrigated and non-irrigated forage yield.
The approximate total cost of operating the system in 2009 was $135 per acre, but returned 1.5 tons dry matter
of dairy quality forage valued at $258.75 (1.725 as fed tons times $150/ton) for $123 in net returns. In 2010
the approximate cost of owning and limited operations of the pod-line system was $67, representing a loss
from no gains in production. The cumulative benefit of pod-line irrigation 2 years into operation is
approximately $68 per acre. The potential for no annual return is the greatest risk for operators choosing
irrigation. An analysis of 3 Wisconsin farms employing podline irrigation showed a lifetime fixed cost of $31$59 per acre year, predominantly made up of ownership costs of the well and pod-line irrigation system. The
wide range of costs reflected the level of investment farmers had in their wells.
It will take several years to determine whether the irrigation of pastures with this technology will consistently
return a net benefit to the producer. However, even with extreme data sets, the results from this project will
allow farmers to estimate installation costs and project what the feasibility of irrigation might be on their farms.
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